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Now that 2020 is finally over…

we can reflect on all that we
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important, how to work on our
business and not in it, how to slow
down, look for opportunities, stay positive, be kind to
others always, stay focused, and keep our eyes and
ears open.
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AI is playing a critical role in the battle against COVID-
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19. One study identified 7 different applications
already in play; another pegged melatonin as a
potential treatment, and still others have been used to
develop “smell” tests.
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cancer incidence, the possibility of
malignancy should be considered
when ulcers fail to improve with
2-3 months of appropriate wound
care or develop atypical signs.

between your feet and your
skis is critical to improving your
skiing.
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Publishers Memo
Carpe Diem! Let’s Seize the
Heck Out of 2021!
By Rich Dubin, Publisher

iStockphoto.com #1272601076

Now that 2020 is finally over…we can reflect on all that we have

relevant clinical information in line with our 4 pillars (see page 6) and

learned:

represent our broad audience of multidisciplinary clinicians in their

Who and what is important, how to work on our business and not

quest for providing collaborative care. You can see that already in this

in it, how to slow down, look for opportunities, stay positive, be kind

issue with topics ranging from the “Basics of Sleep” (page 37) and “A

to others always, stay focused, and keep our eyes and ears open.

Case of a Misdiagnosed Neoplastic Wound of the Foot” (page 45) to

These are a few of the lessons that I have learned. What about
you?
I want to acknowledge our readers for always being there, our Editorial Advisory Board Members who offer expert guidance, our multidis-

“One Thing You Can Do to Ski Better” (page 33) and our recently added
Patient Guidance offering, "Stay Active to Reduce the Risk of Falling:
5 Exercises to Keep You Fit" (page 51). And we'll continue with the
COVID-19 Update to keep you up-to-date on relevant information about

ciplinary authors who give of their time and clinical expertise, our staff

SARS-CoV-2 until this pandemic is in the rearview mirror. If you have

for their willingness to be flexible during these trying times, and our

a topic you want to see covered, reach out to our Editor Janice T. Radak

loyal and steadfast advertisers and sponsors for their continued support.

(janice@lermagazine.com), she’s always happy to engage around story

And a special shout-out to 2 of our content partners, the American

ideas with would-be authors.
I am pleased to report that we have officially partnered with the

College of Podiatric Medicine (formerly the American College of Foot &
Ankle Orthopedics & Medicine) and the MedFit Network. Without all of

Pedorthic Footcare Association (PFA) to manage all their marketing,

you, none of what we do would be possible.

sales, and strategy efforts. This will be exciting as there are many

Stepping into 2021, our editorial content will continue to provide

synergies and the relationship plays into our strengths at LER and
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9

print product, it’s a winning combination. We have created lerEXPO to
deliver engaging events and have facilitated over 10 events thus far with
another 20 already on the calendar for this year. These range from a few
hour-long manufacturers’ CEU and non-CEU events to a several daylong association CME events. The power and reach of Lower Extremity
Review provides a solution that offers more marketing and coverage to
make a successful event before, during, and after. Check out the website
at lerEXPO.com to see what events are coming up.
lerEXPERT is our practice consulting division where clinicians can
leverage everything that LER offers including, creative, production, and
design capabilities as well as content development, SEO, and social media management to grow your presence in print and online to establish
your brand, grow your practice, and further position you as the EXPERT
you are.
2020 was a hard year for all of us, and certainly some more than
iStockphoto.com #691666666

others, but we’ve made it this far, and we’ll keep moving forward. Life
will get back to “normal”…and while that normal will be new, LER will

provides a lot of value for the PFA, its members, and vendors.
2021 will be a great year (always think positively!). It will be the
year we tame COVID (again, think positively). But more importantly, it

still be here, but we’ll be joined by lerEXPERT and lerEXPO to further
your educational and business needs.

will be the year we begin to implement the key lessons of 2020’s various
virtual tryouts: namely the power of non-live events and their ability to
spread messages in non-traditional ways. When coupled with the right

10
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From the

COVID-19 Frontlines

Artificial Intelligence and
COVID-19

patient management systems through better treatment algorithms
(figure).
2. Monitoring the treatment—AI helps in monitoring and predicting
the virus’ spread in large and small areas.
2. Contact tracing—AI can help analyze the level of viral infection
through identification of clusters and hot spots, as well as managing the necessary contact tracing.
4. P
 rojection of cases and mortality—Using various tracking measures (eg, social media), AI can forecast risk of infection, likely
spread, and potential deaths by region.
5. D
 evelopment of drugs and vaccines.
6. Workload reduction for healthcare workers—AI is being used to
develop better training and CME programs to spread the knowledge about how best to treat COVID-19.
7. P
 revention of disease—Because AI can identify traits, causes and
reasons for spread, AI can be used in the future to fight against
emerging pandemics.
Source: Vaishya R, Javaid M, Khan IH, Haleem A. Artificial Intelligence
(AI) applications for COVID-19. Diabetes Metab Syn Clin Res Reviews.
2020;14:337-339.

Melatonin to Treat COVID-19?

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted healthcare around the world.
The need for solutions today—for better predictive models, better diagnostics, more and better treatments—is driving the adoption of artificial
intelligence (AI) as a necessary—yet still experimental—methodology.
While some are concerned about the quality of the studies being performed, or the need for better datasets, potential solutions are unfolding,
and their development will play a much-needed role in reducing the
workplace burden today’s healthcare workers are facing.
A recent rapid literature review, published for Diabetes India, found
7 applications for how AI is already making headway in the fight against
the virus.
1. Early detection and diagnosis of the infection—AI is being used
to identify irregular symptoms and ‘red flags’ that allow for faster

iStockphoto.com #612625720

According to an AI platform developed by researchers at the Cleveland
Clinic’s Lerner Research Institute, the hormone that helps regulate
sleep—melatonin—may be a novel treatment for COVID-19.

decision-making. It is also being used to develop diagnostic and

The finding that the OTC sleep aid might be of help came as the
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

experience

researchers were seeking to identify previously approved drugs for repurposing in the fight against the rapidly spreading SARS-CoV-2, the virus
that causes COVID-19.
Using network medicine methodologies and data from the electronic
health records of Cleveland Clinic patients, the researchers were able
to identify common clinical manifestations and pathologies between
SARS-CoV-2 host genes/proteins and those well-associated with 64
other diseases (eg, cancer and autoimmune, cardiovascular, metabolic,
neurological and pulmonary diseases), where closer proximity indicates a
higher likelihood of pathological associations between the diseases.
Among their findings: the proteins linked with respiratory distress

PREMIUM CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

syndrome and sepsis (2 causes of death in COVID-19 patients) were
highly connected with several SARS-CoV-2 proteins. Translation: drugs
already approved to treat such conditions may be viable candidates for
COVID-19 because they share biological targets.
All-in-all they identified 34 drugs as potentials for repurposing including some of those used to treat autoimmune (eg, inflammatory bowel
disease), pulmonary (eg, COPD and pulmonary fibrosis) and neurological
(eg, depression and ADHD) diseases.
“Recent studies suggest that COVID-19 is a systematic disease
impacting multiple cell types, tissues and organs, so knowledge of the
complex interplays between the virus and other diseases is key to understanding COVID-19-related complications and identifying repurposable
drugs,” Feixiong Cheng, PhD, assistant staff in Cleveland Clinic’s Genomic Medicine Institute and lead author on the study told Consult QD.

OTC ORTHOTICS

“Our study provides a powerful, integrative network medicine strategy to
predict disease manifestations associated with COVID-19 and facilitate
the search for an effective treatment.”
Source: Cleveland Clinic Foundation. Melatonin a Promising Candidate
for Prevention and Treatment of COVID-19. Consult QD. Nov. 13, 2020.
Available at https://consultqd.clevelandclinic.org/melatonin-a-promising-candidate-for-prevention-and-treatment-of-covid-19/. Accessed Jan.
5, 2021.

“Smelling” COVID-19
A simple test—akin to the well-known breathalyser to detect blood
alcohol—may be able to “smell” COVID-19 according to Indonesian
researchers. Using AI in the form of an electronic nose, the GeNose C-19
device is able to identify elements that are unique to COVID-19. This test
is expected to be in use in India by February to increase mass testing of

THE RICHIE BRACE®

people for coronavirus at hospitals, airports, seaports, and other public
places in the world’s fourth most populous country.

800.444.3632
www.alliedosilabs.com
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A similar test is under development at Indiana University’s School
of Engineering and Technology. In response to a call from the US National Institutes of Health and Department of Defense, a team lead by
Mangilal Agarwal, PhD, is developing a sensor that would identify the

lermagazine.com

iStockphoto.com #1131975205

scent in breath altered by COVID-19. “We have the unique perspective
of identifying a signature. We’re looking at the metabolic pathways the
virus causes, which can be identified,” Agarwal said, adding that they are
collecting breath samples from people who have tested positive, including
asymptomatically, and negative for COVID-19.
A third such test is under development at Texas A&M University.
This test uses a kiosk where a person uses a disposable straw to blow
into a copper inlet. In less than a minute, test results can be sent to the
person’s smartphone. The beauty of this approach is that it’s noninvasive,
there’s no touching or the need to get within 6 feet of another person,
and it’s fast—the results are immediate, or at least as fast as your phone’s
service provider can muster. Using AI, the team is improving results
every day.
Sources: Barker A. Could a breathalyser help detect COVID-19? Indonesian scientists say they’ve developed one. ABC News. Available at abc.
net.au/news/2021-01-02/indonesia-to-use-breathalysers-to-help-detectcovid-19/13019744. Accessed Jan. 5, 2021.
Schwarb J. Breath test to detect COVID-19 in development
by IUPUI researchers. Available at news.iu.edu/stories/2020/12/
iupui/16-breathalyzer-breath-test-device-covid-19-coronavirus.html
Accessed Jan. 5, 2021.
Reilly M. Texas A&M System, Worlds Inc. Collaborate on COVID-19
Breathalyzer. Available at today.tamu.edu/2020/11/19/texas-am-systemworlds-inc-collaborate-on-covid-19-breathalyzer/. Accessed Jan. 5, 2021.
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Snowblower Injuries From
2003 – 2018

incidence of ED snowblower visits was 1.845 per 100,000 US population
with no change over time. There was a general correlation between the
number of visits and the annual snow cover.
Ample opportunity for injury prevention exists, as there was no
change in the incidence over time. Cardiac events accounted for essentially
all of the deaths.
Source: Loder RT, Solanki D. Events due to snowblower use seen in US
Emergency Departments from 2003 through 2018. Cureus. 2020;12(12):
e11836.

Corrective Insoles Improve Leg
Muscle Activation
Rice farming is conducted in slippery and viscous muddy soil, which leads

Figure: Injuries sustained from snow blowers

to a high prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders and malalignments. Over
half of Thailand’s farm labor force is engaged in rice farming, making these
occupational challenges a public health burden. Thai researchers from

Power snow blowers allow for easier, quicker snow removal at homes and

Khon Kaen University hypothesized that interventions originally designed

businesses. However, they are potentially dangerous and can result in sig-

for congenitally disabled individuals, such as corrective wedges to reduce

nificant injury. Most studies of snowblower injuries discuss those sustained

foot eversion, might be applicable to rice farmers. In a study published

when placing the hand into the chute, resulting in lacerations, fractures,

in the journal Foot, these researchers sought to investigate the effects of

and, frequently, amputations. However, other injuries can also occur such

corrective wedges on lower extremity muscle activity and alignment when

as being hit by a missile ejected from the chute, slipping/falling while

study participants stood on flat rigid ground or muddy terrain, simulating

using the snow blower, and medical issues such as shortness of breath and

the work conditions of rice farmers.

cardiac events (myocardial infarction/cardiac arrest).

The study recruited 9 healthy farmers with pronated feet and cus-

There is very little literature reviewing the whole scope of injury

tom-fabricated wedges for each farmer based on physical therapy assess-

associated with snow blowers. It was the purpose of this study to analyze

ment and use of rapid prototyping techniques. Participants then stood

all types of injuries and medical events associated with snowblower use

barefoot or with wedges on the two surface types.

presenting to emergency departments (EDs) in the United States.

Foot pronation and knee valgus improved (ranging, on average

Data on National Electronic Injury Surveillance System ED visits due

between 5.5 and 16.1 degrees) when participants were equipped with cor-

to snow blowers from 2003 through 2018 were analyzed by age, sex, diag-

rective wedges. The muscle activity of the peroneus longus and the tibialis

nosis, anatomic location of the injury, and year, month, or weekday. The

anterior increased for muddy terrain, as compared with the rigid surface.

mechanism of injury and alcohol use were noted. Statistical analyses were

In general, the wedges induced less tibialis anterior activity and greater

performed, accounting for the weighted, stratified nature of the data.

peroneus longus activity, compared to when participants were standing

There were an estimated 91,451 patients with an average age of 51
years; 91.2% were male. Amputation, fracture, or laceration accounted for

barefoot. An elevation in evertor muscle activity may reflect stretching of
the shortened muscle as a result of the reduced degree of foot pronation.
The researchers concluded that there are potential benefits of correc-

43,524 (47.6%) of the ED visits. The mechanism of injury was placing the
hand into the chute (44.5%), a fall/slip (13.3%), medical events (6.1%),

tive insole usage for farmers with pronated feet, including improved lower

and miscellaneous (33.8%). Most (68.9%) occurred at home. Alcohol was

extremity alignment and invertor muscle activity reduction for both rigid

rarely involved (0.4%). There were 648 deaths; 647 were due to cardiac

and muddy terrains.

events. The five major injury diagnoses were fracture (25.9%), laceration
(20.2%), strain/sprain (15.0%), amputation (11.2%), and contusion/
abrasion (10.2%); 99.8% of the amputations involved fingers (Figure). The

Source: Kristanto A, Neubert MS, Gross MT, Puntumetakul R, Kaber
DB, Sessomboon W. Effects of corrective insole on leg muscle activation
Continued on page 18
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Continued from page 17

and lower extremity alignment in rice farmers with pronated foot: a

low-knee or above-knee amputation (BKA and AKA, respectively) for CLI

preliminary report. Foot (Edinb). 2020 Dec 25;46:101771. doi: 10.1016/j.

secondary to type 2 diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, peripheral vascular

foot.2020.101771.

disease, chronic osteomyelitis, and deep soft-tissue infections.
For all diagnoses, blacks were 93.3%, and Hispanics were 61.9%
more likely to undergo a BKA than white patients (P < 0.001). In addition,

Disparities Persist in Amputations
for Critical Limb Ischemia

black patients had a 133.0% higher risk of an AKA than white patients

Critical limb ischemia (or chronic limb threatening ischemia, CLI) is a state

2.625). Black patients also had an elevated risk of amputation secondary to

of arterial insufficiency manifested by chronic inadequate tissue perfusion

diabetes, peripheral vascular disease, and deep soft-tissue infections

at rest, reducing patients’ quality of life and increasing the risk for amputa-

(P < 0.001).

tion and death. Prevalence for PAD ranges from 3% – 10% but increases
to 15% – 20% in persons age ≥70 years and is increasing worldwide.
Common risk factors include age, smoking, diabetes, body mass, sedentary lifestyle, high cholesterol, high blood pressure and family history. But
previous studies have identified disparities in amputation rates, namely
demonstrating that blacks were 2 times more likely to undergo amputation
than whites.
In a new study published in the Journal of the American Academy of

(P < 0.001). Disparities were greatest with blacks undergoing surgery for
CLI secondary to atherosclerosis (BKA odds ratio 2.093; AKA: odds ratio

The researchers concluded that their findings from this nationally
representative, cohort-based study demonstrate that notable racial and
ethnic disparities for lower extremity amputations persist, with a higher
proportion of black and Hispanic patients undergoing amputation compared with limb salvage procedures for atraumatic CLI and infection. Data
from other studies advocate for an endovascular-first approach to revascularization in treating patients with CLI.
Source: Traven SA, Synovec JD, Walton ZJ, et al. Notable Racial and

Orthopaedic Surgeons, researchers used data from the National Surgical

Ethnic Disparities Persist in Lower Extremity Amputations for Criti-

Quality Improvement Program’s database for the years 2011 – 2017. They

cal Limb Ischemia and Infection. J Am Acad Orthop Surg. 2020 Nov

sought to isolate the effect of race and ethnicity on the likelihood of a be-

1;28(21):885-892.
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SKIING-RELATED

INJURIES

Who, What, How,
When, And a Bit of
Prevention
More popular than ever, skiing remains a
complex sport with a high risk of injury. Here
we detail some of the pertinent data.
By Janice T. Radak
Skiing, a sport that has been around since Cro-Magnon man, is
among the most popular winter sports in the United States. There
were nearly 15 million skiers in the US in 2017 alone. During the
2017/18 ski season, there were 472 ski resorts in operation in the
US, with more than 53 million visitors. And the numbers continue
to grow, even during a pandemic.
In one of those wonky pandemic upside-downisms, skiing
is tagged as a low-risk activity because the skier is outdoors and
gliding down the mountain is typically a solitary adventure. But
in reality, it remains the same high-risk sport it has always been
when it comes to injuries. As the table shows, knees remain the
most injury-prone body part for skiiers.1
While snowboarding is akin to skiing, the 2 sports are different when it comes to injuries; here, we will focus on skiing-related
injuries of the lower extremity only.
Continued on page 22
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TABLE. MOST COMMON SKIING INJURIES 1
PEDIATRICS

RECREATIONAL

ELITE

1. Lower extremity
• Knee (contusion, sprain)

1. Lower extremity
• Knee (ACL injury)

1. Lower extremity
• Knee (ACL injury)

2. Upper extremity
• Hand
• Wrist

2. Upper extremity
• Shoulder
• Hand

2. Lower back and hip

3. Head/neck/face
• Concussion

3. Head/neck/face
• Concussion

Who’s at Risk?

3. Head/neck/face
• Concussion

affecting the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)

In a recent clinical study, the mean age of
injured skiers was 30.3 years (range, 24 to 35.4
years), and the populations at greatest risk
of injury are children/adolescents and adults
over age 50. However, another study found no
2

difference in risk in the older age group, with
the exception of tibial plateau fractures. An
3

important note: As the Baby Boomers—the

Three major mechanisms have been iden-

and/or the medial collateral ligament (MCL).

tified as the cause of most skiing-related ACL

These ligaments are at highest risk due to the

injuries:1,2,5

torsional forces placed on skiers’ knees. These
1,2

• Valgus-external rotation associated with

2 ligaments account for nearly one third of all

a forward fall where the inner edge of the

skiing-related injuries. Fractures of the tibial

front ski catches in the snow: this causes

plateau and tibial plafond do occur, though they

tibial abduction with external rotation,

account for less than 10% of injuries.

causing a valgus force about the knee

The incidence of grade III ACL injuries has

with the ski acting as a lever to maximize

generation that popularized skiing in the US—

fluctuated since the early 1990s, but most recent

torque; this may also produce an MCL

retire, the general age of recreational skiers is

estimates place the incidence at 0.23 per 1,000

sprain as well (Figure 1, page 29).6

rising, which could mean a trend toward more

skier days.2 This compares to the calculated rate

injuries in older adults in the future.

of 0.2 ACL tears per 1,000 athlete-exposures

Numerous risk factors for skiing injuries

(AEs) in female soccer players but is higher

have been identified and include: age, sex,

than the rate for male soccer players, which is

skiing experience level, self-assessed skill level,

0.09 tears per 1,000 AEs. Female sex, lower

body mass index, and trail difficulty.

core strength, and non-dominant leg have been

2

What Kind of Injuries

identified as risk factors for this specific injury.
In a study aptly titled, “Why do we suffer more

• “Phantom foot” effect of a backward fall (so
called because the downhill ski produces a
force as if an imaginary foot were pushing
on its tail), causing internal rotation of the
downhill knee (Figure 1, page 29).6
• Boot-induced mechanism where an
anterior force is applied to the tibia by the
boot top while landing on the tail of a ski

Ligamentous: Studies report 43% to 77% of

ACL injuries in the cold?,” Csapo et al4 conclud-

all skiing-related injuries occur in the lower

ed that “the reduced capacity of cold knee flexor

extremity, making it the most common body

muscles to explosively generate force may limit

region for injury in the sport.2 The knee, with

the hamstrings’ capability to counter strong and

relative to the femur, rupturing the ACL.

27% to 41% of injuries, remains the most com-

fast contractions of the knee extensor muscles

In a patient survey seeking to understand

mon site for skiing-related injury. And the most

that cause anterior shear force on the tibia and,

mechanism of knee injury, Shea et al7 found

common injuries are ligamentous, namely those

thus, strain the anterior cruciate ligament.”

that 33% identified valgus-external rotation as

from a jump with a fully extended knee,
resulting in anterior translation of the tibia

Continued on page 25
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the cause of their injury, followed by phantom foot at 22%, hyperextension at 19%, boot-induced at 8%, collision at 2%, and all other causes
at 16%. Interestingly, while valgus-external rotation was most common
in their study, the authors noted that individuals age 30 to 40 years had
an increased risk for the phantom foot mechanism. They also reported
that bindings released during injury in nearly 20% of adults and 54% of
youth.
Fractures: Since the adoption of International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and ASTM International standard shop practices,

ACL INJURY PREVENTION VIDEO14

the incidence of tibial fracture has fallen, though it remains a common

A recently released video from the Stockholm Sports Trauma

cause of skiing-related injuries. Beginners, children, and adolescents are

Research Center, Karolinska Institutet, in collaboration

at increased risk, with children under age 10 at 9 times greater risk than

with the Vermont Skiing Safety Research Group and the

skiers over age 20.
In a 6-year study from Finland, Stenroos et al8 reported that fracture
of the tibial shaft was the most common fracture in adult skiers (63%),

Swedish Ski Association Alpine Education, reviews critical
strengthening exercises for the prevention of injury to the

followed by fracture of the proximal tibia (27%), and fracture of the distal

anterior cruciate ligament in teenage alpine skiers. The video

tibia (10%). In their review of the data, a fall on the snow surface was the

provides step-by-step and ski-by-ski instructions for 3 indoor

most common cause of injury.

exercises (single leg hop, square hop, squat) and 3 outdoor

The evolution of shaped skis as well as better boots and bindings,
including standards for equipment and boots and for ski-boot-binding
compatibility, has led to a significant decrease in tibial shaft fractures.
However, these remain a common injury for skiers, with boot bindings
failing to release properly as the major cause.
Contrary to the decline in tibial shaft fractures, fractures of the tibial
plateau are on the rise. Age is the culprit here, as several studies point to
the increasing age of the skiing population as the risk factor. Indeed, one

on-snow exercises (The Shuffle, back and forth, turns with
lifted inner ski).

Video: Prevention of serious knee injuries. Karolinska Institutet. Jan. 19, 2020. Available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=l-9CrG7lmAg&t=10s. Accessed Jan. 5, 2021.

prospective study looked at 18,692 injuries sustained by 17,197 skiers in

Print Source: Westin M, Harringe ML, Engstrom B, Alricsson

a moderate-size Vermont ski area and found that skiers over age 55 were

M, Werner S. Prevention of anterior cruciate ligament injuries

at greater risk for tibial plateau fractures—5.7 times greater risk than the

in competitive adolescent alpine skiers. Front. Sports Act.

general skiing population.3

Living. 2020: doi.org/10.3389/fspor.2020.00011

While many attribute the overall decrease in fractures to improved
ski boot-binding systems, it is important to note that the revised designs were in response to fractures and as such these systems are NOT
designed to protect the knee from serious sprains.5 Most researchers and
ski pros advised making sure equipment is checked daily by the local pro
shop before hitting the slopes.

• Mental errors: This covers a host of issues—eg, poor judgement due
to age (too young or too old) or lack of skill or expertise (choosing a
trail too far above ability), losing focus, fatigue.

How Injuries Happen

• Obesity, as it hampers flexibility and increases forces.

Most injuries are fall-related, and while most occurred on groomed

• Poorly fitting equipment

intermediate (blue) runs, the quick-change line between groomed and

- Boots too snug.

ungroomed snow has claimed plenty of skiers.

- Bindings release set too tight.

Other causes include:9
• Poor physical preparation: Knee movement is key to skiing and

• Skis not tuned: Generally, skis should be tuned every 5 to 7 days of
skiing, not just once a season. Imperfections in ski surfaces result

quadricep support is essential to long-lasting knee flexion/extension

from everyday use on changing ground conditions and prevent skis

for shock absorption. Squats are essential to building fitness for this

from performing as they should. Tuning regularly fixes these and

particular sport—they draw on trunk and leg muscles in the same

keeps skis in proper working condition.

manner as the sport maneuver itself.
Continued on page 26
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• Incorrect equipment (wrong type of skis):

The high-risk frame of mind occurs during

population are nonemergent (eg, ACL rupture,

Modern skis come in different lengths,

nondisplaced clavicle fracture, acromioclavicular

that last run—no matter what time of day it is.

widths, weights, flex patterns, and sidecuts.

joint sprain) and require initial immobilization,

“Let your body be your guide,” Maack said. “At

Skis should be fitted based on the skier’s

pain management with oral medications, and

the end of the day there’s always one last run.

ability and what type of skiing will be done.

follow up within 2 to 5 days.

That’s unavoidable. So the message that we

A key challenge in treating injured skiers is

11

try to get out is to make that one last run a fun

their location. Most ski resorts are in the moun-

When Do Injuries Occur

tains, far from advanced medical centers with

In a 2016 video interview with University of

run, maybe take a groomer. Take a nice, little,

all the needed technology to assess and evaluate

Utah Health Sciences Radio, Travis Maack, MD,

smooth one down. Enjoy yourself. You don’t

injuries. The ski patrol typically is first to assess

a sports medicine expert and Head Orthopedic

have to be a hero at the end of the day. At the

and manage injured skiers on the slope at the

Team Physician for the Utah Jazz, noted that

end of the day, if you do it that way, you’ll be

accident site. Ski patrollers are specially trained

in his experience, injuries occurred more often

able to come back the day after.”

in outdoor emergency care (and typically basic

during 2 different times—the first, a timeframe,

and advanced life support) and how to trans-

the second a frame of mind.12

port injured skiers in a toboggan. (See “A Word

one… Don’t go hit the double-black as the last

Maack’s observations are backed up by the
American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine,13 which notes that skiing-related injuries

The high-risk time tends to occur between

are most likely to occur on:

About Ski Patrol,” below.) Getting skiers off the

3:30 and 5:00 pm, toward the end of the day.

mountain and to appropriate treatment before

Maack identified this timeframe for 2 reasons:

• the first day of ski week

hypothermia sets in is key. While some larger

First, the sun is beginning to set, and the tem-

• in the early morning when the skier is not

resorts have their own clinics with basic imaging

perature is cooling down, so the snow is getting

technology, many of the smaller venues do

a bit harder. “During the afternoon, it starts to

not, meaning more transport time to reach the

cool down, so [the snow] gets a little bit rockier,

appropriate level of medical care. The advent

a little bit skied out. So, the terrain itself is more

of hand-held ultrasound technology is helping,

difficult.” Second, is muscle fatigue—the decline

but cost remains a factor for smaller locales.10

in a muscle’s ability to generate force, which

Thankfully, most injuries seen in this active

happens after repeated use.12

warmed up
• in the late morning and late in the day
when fatigue sets in
• at the end of the week when the
cumulative effects of the vacation make the
skier tired.
Continued on page 29

A WORD ABOUT SKI PATROL
The National Ski Patrol (nspserves.org) is the

• performing safe and effective stabilization and

membership of 31,000 trained emergency medical

extrication of injured persons in the outdoor

technicians (EMTs), advanced EMTs, and paramedics,

environment

as well as affiliated physicians. There are 650 patrols
across the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia.
Members work on behalf of local ski/snowboard areas and bike parks to improve the overall experience
for outdoor recreationalists.
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The course focuses on 3 skills:

leading authority of on-mountain safety. It boasts a

• scene safety (identifying hazards to both
responders and visitors)
• safe and efficient use of outdoor emergency
care skills to prevent further injury to visitors.

Members must pass the Outdoor Emergency Care

There is an additional course specifically for Outdoor

(OEC) course for emergency medical responders,

Emergency Transportation, which teaches how to

which is tailored to the non-urban rescuer.

safely transport injured skiers in a toboggan.
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Injury Prevention Works
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PATIENT GUIDANCE:

One Thing You Can Do to Ski Better
By Mark Paigen
Many would argue that the key to great skiing is
understanding how to properly apply pressure
to the edge of your skis. Since your feet are
connected to those skis, this task falls to them.
• Ski boots have the critical job of
communicating your thoughts to your skis,
keeping your feet warm and comfortable,
and helping you perform better on the
slopes. But even the best ski boots don’t
work unless they fit perfectly.
• Most ski boots feature heat-moldable liners
to fine tune the fit; however, these liners
don’t improve contact underfoot. To get
better contact, you need ski boot insoles.
• When you ski, the forces on your feet are
substantial. Insoles for ski boots need to be
just as substantial and do not easily deflect
in the arch area.
• Effective ski boot inserts prevent arch
collapse helping you carve turns, and
minimize buckle pressure. They also keep
your feet warm and comfortable.

What You Need to Know
Whether you’re carving groomers under the
lift or earning your turns in the backcountry,
one of your biggest skiing challenges is getting
commands to flow from brain to foot to ski to

Shutterstock.com #1178312516

How Ski Boots Work
them to do the difficult job of holding your feet

more discomfort. The best-fitting ski boots

completely still while allowing your toes room

do not need extreme pressure to keep your

to move. They must allow your ankles to flex

feet in place.

forward, but not side to side. Finally, they have

between your foot and your ski. Ski boots often

to keep your feet warm and comfortable in cold

don’t fit as well as they should.

weather.
They do this with a hard, molded shell and

nation of flex, fit, and comfort. But how much

a firm, foam liner. The hard shell closes with

does that combination help if the contours

high-leverage buckles that clamp your feet in

of your feet don’t match the contours of your

place. Here’s the rub:

boots?

try to prevent foot movement only creates

You ask a lot of your ski boots. You expect

snow. The weakest link is often the connection

Ski boots should be chosen for the combi-

• Tightening the buckles over your instep to

• As your foot overpronates in a turn, the

Strong Arch Support
Minimizes Pronation
Strong ski boot arch support lets you reduce
buckle pressure without losing performance. In
addition, arch support in your ski boots reduces
foot fatigue. The muscles in your foot do not

arch flattens and your foot gets longer.

have to try to hold your arches up during each

bootfitter Bob Egeland says, “You marry your

With a lower arch, your foot can now slide

turn.

boots, you date your skis. You have to get your

forward, reducing the great fit that you had

boots dialed in.”

in the ski boot shop.

As board-certified pedorthist and master

Spreading the pressure over a greater area
on the bottom of your feet also adds to your
Continued on page 34
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comfort. Ski boot insoles can do wonders for
your comfort and ability on the slopes.

Improve Fit With Ski Boot
Insoles
Any professional ski bootfitter will tell you that
upgrading your ski boot insoles will make a

It has collapsed, leaving your foot in an
overpronated position. Your foot doesn’t have

is the solution for you, pick an experienced

any strength when it is in this position. Imagine

technician who knows both feet and ski boots.

a real ski turn where the force is multiplied.

Make sure that modifications are included in

Now you can see why arch support makes such

the base price. It can take more than one try to

a difference in improving your ski performance.

get it right.

Supporting the arch and eliminating
foot in a powerful position, allowing it to exert

Get the Most Out of Ski
Boot Insoles

maximum pressure on the edge of your ski.

For most people, custom orthotics are unnecessary. If you’re one of the majority of people

common denominator of arch contour

Choosing the Right Ski Boot
Insoles

(low), so they won’t be too uncom-

Now that you get how important the right in-

wallet-friendly price. Drugstore inserts won’t do

fortable for anyone. No boot company

soles for ski boots are to your day on the slopes,

the trick when it comes to supporting your arch

wants to lose several hundred dollars in

you’ll need to understand what the available

properly.

sales because the arches in the boots are

options offer. Like any piece of gear, investing

too high. The boot company is depend-

in quality will pay dividends down the road.

dramatic difference in both your skiing ability
and your comfort. There are two reasons for
this:
1. The factory insoles in all ski boots are
generic. They’re made to the lowest

ing on after-market ski boot insoles
to allow the boots to rise to their full
potential.
2. In the arc of a turn, your feet experi-

overpronation with ski boot inserts puts your

After-Market Ski Boot
Footbeds
The first rule of thumb to buying ski boot

who only need an over-the-counter insole,
find one that offers medical-grade support at a

You’ll know if an insole has enough arch
support for you by doing a quick test: If you
can easily deflect the arch of the insole toward
the floor with your fingers, the insole lacks the
power to improve your skiing.
The best ski boot insole will fit you flaw-

ence a pressure of 3-4 times your body

insoles is to avoid soft foam insoles or inserts

lessly. That means the arch of the insole should

weight. Without proper support from

that are heat molded to your feet. While these

contour to the arch of your foot. Your arch isn’t

ski boot inserts, this pressure flattens

types of insoles feel good initially, they lack the

one size fits all, and your insole shouldn’t be

your arches, putting your feet into an

structural integrity your feet need to get support

either. Look for an insert that offers multiple

overpronated position. Overpronated

during rigorous skiing. Look for ski boot insoles

arch height options.

feet lose their ability to effectively trans-

with a firm arch support that is covered with a

fer power, but even more importantly,
they make boot fit problematic. Adding
ski boot footbeds can help.

Ski Boot Arch Supports
Make You a Better Skier

foam layer for comfort.
The best insoles for ski boots will have a
structure that includes:
• A deep heel cup – Holds the heel securely
in place, limiting rear foot motion.
• Strong support – The forces on your feet

To understand the transformative impact

are substantial, and you need a footbed

insoles for ski boots can have on your perfor-

that can stand up to the pressure. In this

mance, do this simple exercise. This movement

situation, firm is better than soft.

will show you what happens to an unsupported
foot in the middle of a turn.
• Take off your shoes and socks and stand
with your feet shoulder-width apart, as you
would when skiing.

• Size matters – Remember, ski boots are

• Push your knees to the left as you would
in the middle of a turn.
• Look at the arch on your right foot.
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contact will allow you to feel the edges of your
skis, even under your arches. This increased
sensitivity will improve your feel for the snow
and control of your skis.
When your foot is supported in your boot,
less buckle pressure is needed to hold it in
place. That means your runs will be more comfortable and your feet will stay warmer. Now
that’s a great day on the slopes.
Mark Paigen, an avid skier and serial entrepre-

are often narrow at the heel. Make sure

neur, has been designing and building footwear

that the insoles you purchase are sized

since 1989 when he started Chaco Sandals. In

appropriately.

2015, he created the Tread Labs brand of insoles

Custom Orthotics

the slopes.

For less than the cost of most lift tickets, a
pair of arch support insoles that offer full foot

sized shorter than regular shoes and

• Bend your knees forward as you would on
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ski footbeds ranges from $250 to $600. If this

to support feet and improve lives. This article
has been edited with permission from a prior

Some people have foot abnormalities so

version that appeared on the Tread Labs blog at

extreme that custom (or prescription) orthotics

treadlabs.com.

are the best solution. A fully custom pair of
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Sleep Series Part I:
Basics of Sleep and Its Role with Injury
Sleep – that magical
state where our bodies
recuperate, our minds
rejuvenate, and we are free
of the everyday stresses of
the world – is a necessary
physiological process that
all humans require. This
article is the first of a series
that will explore the need
for sleep and its many
restorative benefits.
By Jeremy R. Hawkins, PhD, LAT, ATC;
Michael Reeder, DO; and Alli Powell,
DAT, LAT, ATC
When discussing performance, performance
enhancement, recovery from injury and general
wellness, sleep has become as prominent of
a topic as proper hydration and nutrition.
Professional and college sports teams now

iStockphoto.com #1279161625

have “sleep pods” and professional athletes like
LeBron James and Roger Federer reportedly
get upwards of 12 hours of sleep each night.1
Is this what we all should be getting? And
what of the more recent discussions of the
impact on sleep of daylight saving time (DST)?

Regardless of the type of professional, ath-

functioning in the subsequent awake period.

lete or health care professional, it is apparent

New developments have built upon this idea,6

that sleep is an important part of our ability to

but much remains to be understood.

function optimally. We will begin this sleep se-

Insight as to why we sleep is also gained

ries by discussing the basics of sleep, including

by observing what happens when we do not

why we sleep, what it does for the body, and

sleep. Three areas of research that illustrate

thirty-four weeks later, on the first Sunday in

the role of sleep in injury.

this include loss of sleep and emotional

November, we move our clocks back one hour.2
The American Academy of Sleep Medicine

Why Do We Sleep?

supports abolishing this annual adjustment so

Until recently, if you were to ask a sleep expert

that our internal circadian clocks will not be

why we sleep, they may reply, “We really don’t

misaligned for 65% of the year.3 The impact of

know,” as the function of sleep is still being

DST has been evaluated in multiple industries,

explored.5 Generally it is agreed that sleep

including healthcare. One example is the re-

has many important functions involving our

cent study of a large health care system which

memory, cognition, and multiple physiolog-

indicates the week after the spring time change

ical functions. Many experts think that the

is a high-risk period for patient safety related

purpose of sleep is to help the body recover

issues.4

from previous wakefulness and/or prepare for

Each year on the second Sunday in March,
clocks are moved forward one hour and then

lermagazine.com

regulation, the effect on cognitive and motor
function, and the impact on injury occurrence.
With sleep loss, people tend to experience
more negative emotions, have less frequent
positive emotional experiences, and change the
way they understand, express, and modify their
emotions. Further, failure to obtain adequate
sleep may also place individuals at risk for a
variety of psychiatric disorders.7 Similarly, too
little sleep hurts cognitive and motor function.
In the cognitive realm, multiple studies have
Continued on page 38
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looked at how sleep deprivation relates to changes in alertness and
performance which results in accidents, increase in healthcare costs,
and decreased efficiency and productivity.8 In the military, marksmen
demonstrated that the ability to differentiate between friend and foe
slowed with less sleep; accuracy in hitting the target decreased as well.
Interestingly, the soldiers did not think their performance changed over
time.9 In athletics, there are multiple examples of the impact of the
lack of sleep including mood changes, altered pain perception, and a
decrease in reaction time. The third example, the role sleep deprivation
plays with injury, will be discussed later in this paper. Needless to say,
there is much more that we do not know about sleep than what we do
know.

Sleep Cycles
According to Carskadon and Dement,10 “sleep is a reversible behavioral
state of perceptual disengagement from and unresponsiveness to the
environment.” Within sleep, two separate states have been identified,
rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM). NREM is further
divided into five stages that progress in depth of sleep. These five stages
are:
• Stage 0 is awake. Characteristics of this stage include open eyes,
responsiveness to external stimuli, and the ability to hold an
intelligible conversation. Most individuals are in this stage 16 – 18
hours each day.
• Stages 1 and 2 are considered light sleep. During these stages,
an individual transitions between waking and sleep. If awoken,
the individual may claim they were never asleep. In stage 1, an
individual may experience sudden muscle contractions preceded
by the sensation of falling. In stage 2, heart rate slows, and
temperature drops in preparation for deep sleep. We spend the
majority of the night in these stages of sleep. Because of this, these
stages are important for mental and physical restoration.
• Stages 3 and 4 are considered deep sleep. This is also known
as slow-wave sleep or delta sleep. Deep sleep is important
for physical recovery and aspects of memory and learning.
By spending time in deep sleep, an individual’s sleep drive is
decreased. Human growth hormone is released during deep sleep11
and the immune system restores itself.12–15 For those of us who
have ever moved a sleeping child, it is because of the deep sleep
that they are so easy to move and nearly impossible to wake.
Sleepwalking, bedwetting, and night terrors also occur during
these stages.
During REM sleep, brain waves are similar to when we are awake,
but the body experiences muscle atonia. Some would say we have an
activated brain in a paralyzed body. Our most vivid dreams happen
in this stage and the muscle atonia is thought to help keep us from
acting them out. If you are awakened during REM sleep, you likely will
remember your dreams. Other characteristics of REM sleep include
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increased heart rate, blood pressure, and respiration rate. Finally, REM
sleep is important for memory16 and mood.17
An entire sleep cycle (REM plus NREM sleep) takes approximately 90 – 110 minutes to complete. Sleepers usually cycle through all
5 sleep stages, going cyclically from light sleep to deep sleep, back to

The Direction
for Success!

light, then into REM, though sleep cycles vary naturally. Each stage is
thought to last 5 – 15 minutes. Deep sleep tends to predominate early
in the night with limited REM. The opposite happens later in the night
where we see predominately REM with limited deep sleep. Overall, as
stated previously, we spend most of our night in light sleep.
While the ideal amount of sleep each individual requires varies,
age-based recommendations from the Sleep Foundation are considered
a good rule of thumb (Table, page 41).

Sleep and Injury
Adequate sleep, as measured by sleep quantity, is related to multiple
biological functions, including motor function, mood and cognition,
and moderate sleep loss is associated with deteriorating psychomotor performance.18 In the athlete, the effect of sleep on performance
has been examined previously, with studies demonstrating improved
sports-specific skills with increased sleep1 and decreased cardiovascular
performance in cyclists with sleep deprivation as examples.19 These
same factors influencing biological functions and performance likely
contribute to an increasing injury risk across a number of populations.
In the last decade, three survey based studies20–22 were published
that looked specifically at injury rates and amount of sleep in athletes.
The studies compared the number of musculoskeletal injuries with average amounts of sleep for adolescent athletes within a school system,
a sports institute, and a group of related medical clinics. Recognizing
the multifactorial nature of athletic injuries, these studies suggest a link
between sleep and injury risk in adolescent athletes (Figure, page 43).
Educating athletes, coaches, and parents on the possible relationship
between quantity of sleep and injury prevention may reduce the number of musculoskeletal injuries in adolescent athletes. These findings
are also supported by a recent systematic review and meta-analysis.23
Injury rates and lack of sleep have also been studied in other
populations. For example, in a study of a construction worker population, risk of accidents increased by 9% when the worker slept less than
8 hours in a night.24 Similarly, in a very large study involving more than
60,000 Korean adolescents, individuals who slept less than 7.5 hours
per night had a higher correlation with accidents and falls than those
who slept more than 7.5 hours per night.25 Finally, it was observed that
on-call healthcare workers had twice as many attentional failures when
working overnight than if they were just working a 16-hour shift. These
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attentional failures resulted in 36% more serious medical errors. Further, they reported making a greater number of fatigue-related medical
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Conclusion

Table. Sleep Foundation recommendations* for nightly sleep.

This is the first article in a series on the ben-

Recommended
Hours of Sleep

Age Range

efits of sleep. Why we sleep is poorly understood, but there is mounting evidence as to

Newborn

0-3 months old

14-17 hours

Infant

4-11 months old

12-15 hours

Toddler

1-2 years old

11-14 hours

Preschool

3-5 years old

10-13 hours

sleep hygiene.

School-age

6-13 years old

9-11 hours

Jeremy R. Hkins, PhD, LAT, ATC, is an asso-

Teen

14-17 years old

8-10 hours

Young Adult

18-25 years old

7-9 hours

Adult

26-64 years old

7-9 hours

Older Adult

65 or more years old

7-8 hours

the impact on individuals and society because
of inadequate sleep. Each of the five distinct
stages of sleep serves a different function and
without an individual stage, the entirety of the
benefits of sleep are not experienced. Subsequent articles will focus on sleep and performance as well as sleep’s role in healing, and

ciate professor and the Department Head for
the Department of Kinesiology, Colorado Mesa
University, Grand Junction, Colorado. He also
serves as the Program Director for the Master of
Science in Athletic Training program. Hawkins
routinely conducts therapeutic modality research, focusing on whether common treatment
approaches help or hinder the healing process.
Michael Reeder, DO, board-certified in

*In each group, the guidelines present a recommended range of nightly sleep duration for healthy individuals.
In some cases, sleeping an hour more or less than the general range may be acceptable based on a person’s
circumstances.

emergency medicine, is Director of the Monfort

Available at https://www.almanac.com/

loss: Effects of time awake, time of day, and

Family Human Performance Lab, Colorado

content/when-daylight-saving-time Ac-

time on task. In: Kryger M, Roth T, Dement

Mesa University, Grand Junction, Colora-

cessed Jan. 8, 2021.

W, eds. Principles and Practice of Sleep

do. He is Director of Medical Education for
Cycling CME, a provider of continuing medical
education for physicians, Physician Assistants,
and other healthcare providers. Reeder holds a
Certificate of Added Qualifications Fellowship in
Primary Care Sports Medicine.
Alli Powell, DAT, LAT, ATC, is an assistant
professor in the Department of Kinesiology,
Colorado Mesa University, Grand Junction,
Colorado. She also serves as the Coordinator of
Clinical Education for the Master of Science in
Athletic Training program. Powell’s scholarly
interests focus on quality patient care through a
variety of novel treatment paradigms.
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WOUND CARE UPDATE:

A Case of a Misdiagnosed Neoplastic
Wound of The Foot
By Windy Cole, DPM, CWSP
Neoplasm should be high on the differential
diagnosis list when evaluating patients with
chronic, non-healing wounds. Over the past 40
years, skin cancer incidence has been on the
rise, growing on average 4-8% annually.1 Due
to this increasing commonality of skin cancers,
wound care providers are likely to frequently
encounter these malignancies over the course of
their clinical practice. Non-melanoma cancers
make up the majority (97%) of skin cancers
with basal cell carcinomas accounting for 80%
of these lesions and squamous cell carcinomas
rounding out the remaining 20%.1 Wounds that
present with common characteristics of a particular etiology, such as plantar surface neuropathic ulcers in patients with diabetes or gaiter
region leg wounds in patients with a history of
peripheral vascular disease and venous reflux,
may not necessitate immediate concern. The
possibility of malignancy should, however, be
considered when ulcers fail to improve with 2-3

Figure 1. A) Wound of 18 months duration. B) Punch biopsy exhibits nests of large squamous epithelial
cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm arising from the epidermis and extending into the dermis.

months of appropriate wound care or develop
atypical signs, such as rolled wound margins,

propriate therapy without discernible evidence

punch biopsies should always be taken from

exuberant granulation tissue, malodorous drain-

of wound healing.

the wound edge where these transitional cells

age, increase in size, friable bleeding tissue base,
or increases in devitalized tissue.
For those wounds that do not fit a typical

The association between neoplasms

are found. For larger lesions, a second biopsy

and chronic ulcers are not uncommon. This

from the center of the wound base can aid in

can occur as a malignant transformation of a

diagnosis.

pattern or etiology, appear suddenly, or change

long-standing ulcer or as a result of a primary

in size, color, or border irregularity sponta-

ulcerating skin carcinoma. Unlike the contract-

perform a punch biopsy on a non-healing ulcer,

neously, and have not responded to regular

ing edge found in a healing wound, the edges of

but research has shown that most biopsied sites

wound care in as little as 3 weeks, ruling out

a tumor are constantly expanding. Therefore,

heal well without complications. As part of a re-

Some clinicians may be reluctant to

the possibility of neoplasm or an underlying

cent study of 412 patients with chronic wounds

inflammatory condition is a necessary part of

being evaluated for moderate to high bacteria

successful wound management. About 10% of
the wounds seen in clinical practice can be tied
to more atypical causes and will require biopsy.
If a chronic wound has been unresponsive to
good wound care, re-evaluation of the etiology
is warranted. A good rule of thumb for when to
biopsy a chronic wound is three months of ap-

Unlike the contracting
edge found in a healing
wound, the edges of a
tumor are constantly
expanding
lermagazine.com

levels, 6mm punch biopsies were obtained.2 It
should be noted that this is two-times larger
than the standard 3mm biopsy recommended be
obtained for histopathological evaluation. There
was a low incidence of adverse events among
this patient cohort: Only 0.24% of patients
reported adverse events with only one patient
Continued on page 46
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developing an infection that completely cleared
with oral antibiotics. Delays in diagnosis may
3

have serious implications affecting patient outcomes. It is important to reassess the differential

Conclusion
When it comes to the diagnosis of malignant wounds, timely tissue biopsy is key. A
punch biopsy to obtain an adequate sample

serves as a member of the Editorial Advisory
Board for LER.
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Case Report

of malignancy will vary greatly based on the

whether intraoperative frozen section biopsy

tumor biology, location, stage, and the overall

improves surgical treatment of non-melanoma

Herein we present a case report of a misdi-

health of the patient. Working directly with a

skin cancer. Mol Clin Oncol. 2013;1(2):390-

agnosed malignancy of the foot to highlight

skilled dermatopathologist or histopathologist

394.

the importance of proper and timely tissue

to evaluate your biopsies is invaluable. When

biopsies.

an invasive malignant tumor is diagnosed,

diagnosis in any wounds displaying abnormal
clinical behavior.

2. Le L, Baer M, Briggs P, et al. Diagnostic accuracy of point-of-care fluorescence imaging for

A 61-year-old African American male

the first referral should be to an oncologist. If

presented to the wound clinic with a chief

it is determined that the malignancy is solely

complaint of non-healing wound on the lateral

located in the skin, surgical excision to remove

aspect of the right foot. The wound has been

the lesion is the best course of treatment. Per-

present for over 18 months and had continued

forming a frozen section of the wound margins

to increase in size. He was seen a year ago in

while in surgery is critical to make certain the

another clinic and was told the wound was due

entire tumor is removed. It is important to ad-

of punch biopsies on hard-to-heal wounds: a

to fungus. The patient was prescribed an an-

equately mark the tumor for orientation to aid

large multicentre clinical trial. J Wound Care.

tifungal cream and has been applying it to the

the pathologist. A common practice is to throw

2020;29(Sup2c):S4-S7.

wound daily as directed. Recently, the wound

a long suture at the proximal edge and a short

began to bleed and his pain level increased. He

suture on the medial edge.

became concerned and made this appointment

Large destructive tumors, such as a fibro-

for a second opinion. His past medical history

sarcoma, or aggressive lesions, such as invasive

includes type 2 diabetes and hypertension.

melanomas greater than 1mm, may necessitate

Upon evaluation it was noted that the

amputation. Ordering an MRI to evaluate

wound measured 4.3cm x 2.5cm x 0.3cm and

the extent of soft tissue involvement prior to

the base consisted of a mix of hypergranula-

surgery is extremely helpful in determining

tion tissue and hyperkeratotic tissue with a

the level of amputation and incision planning.

central fissure (Figure 1). Based on the wound
appearance and history. there was suspicion
that this wound was caused by a malignant
process. At this time, a 3mm punch biopsy was
obtained which included a sample of all tissue
types (normal, hypergranular, and hyperker-

Amputations should be performed to provide
optimal functional outcomes for the patient.
Proper patient management in these cases is
multidisciplinary, often requiring collaborative
efforts between the podiatrist, oncologist, physical therapist, and pedorthist.

atotic) from the distal wound border. This
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specimen was sent to a dermatopathologist for
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evaluation.
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The biopsy specimen exhibited nests of
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large squamous epithelial cells with abundant
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eosinophilic cytoplasm arising from the epider-

Cleveland, Ohio. She is a dedicated healthcare

mis and extending into the dermis consistent

advocate with interests focused on medical

with squamous cell carcinoma (Figure 1). The

education, diabetic foot care, wound care, limb

case was presented at the hospital tumor board

salvage, clinical research, and humanitarian

where it was determined Mohs surgery would

efforts. Dr. Cole has published extensively on

be the most appropriate treatment plan. The

these topics and is a sought-after speaker both

patient is now scheduled for this procedure.
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the detection of bacterial burden in wounds:
results from the 350-patient fluorescence
imaging assessment and guidance trial. Adv
Wound Care (New Rochelle). 2020;Sep 25.
3. Serena TE, Cole W, Coe S, et al. The safety

NOTA BENE
• Melanomas in Blacks, Asians, and
native Hawaiians most often occur on
nonexposed skin with less pigment,
with up to 60% to 75% of tumors
arising on the palms, soles, mucous
membranes, and nail regions.
• In nonwhites, the plantar portion of
the foot is often the most common
site of skin cancer, being involved in
30% to 40% percent of cases.
• People of color have higher
percentages of acral lentiginous
melanoma (ALM, melanoma of the
palms, soles, and nailbeds) than
Caucasians, whereas superficial
spreading melanoma is the most
frequent subtype in Caucasians and
Hispanics.
• Squamous cell carcinoma is the most
common skin cancer in Blacks.
Source: The Skin Cancer Foundation (skincancer.org)

MultiMotion
Pediatric Hip Abduction System
FOR SAFE TREATMENT
of correctable pediatric hip contractures!

• Safe and gradual joint mobilization
• Improved joint movement
• Stretch spastic muscles

Call 888-678-6548 or email info@allardusa.com
to receive your FREE Product Selection Guide!
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PATIENT GUIDANCE:

Stay Active to Reduce the Risk of Falling:
5 Exercises to Keep You Fit

iStockphoto.com #1167996874

By Detric Smith
As people age, the risk of falling increases and so does the fear of having
a fall-related accident. Indeed, some estimate that more than one-third of
adults over age 65 fall every year. Part of that fear prevents many from
engaging in physical activities. Rather than avoiding an active lifestyle,
there are strategic, smart ways to stay active while decreasing the chance
of falling. This article discusses 5 exercises with evidence to show they
prevent falls by strengthening the body and improving coordination and
balance.

1. Walking
It’s no secret that walking is a great exercise. It makes this list for many
obvious reasons, and maybe some that are less obvious. Regular walking

iStockphoto.com #1217562305

strengthens muscles and helps maintain a healthy weight. It aids with
circulation and keeps joints in motion, critical for preventing falls. It also

tion by inviting family members, neighbors, or friends to go on walks

reduces the risk of developing high blood pressure and lowers high blood

with you.
Walking for 30 minutes a day is a great target, but if you haven’t

pressure if you already have it. Walking can also play a role in lowering
high cholesterol, a leading cause of heart problems. Muscle weakness and

been active for a while, take it slow. Start with 10 minutes a day and

blood pressure issues can increase the chance of falling, but fortunately,

gradually build up. If 10 minutes is too much, start with 5…the point is

walking helps reduce these issues.

to move and avoid being sedentary.

Other benefits of walking include an increase in Vitamin D, a vital
component of bone health, and an opportunity for social interaction.

2. Tai Chi

When the weather permits, walking outside supplies your body with

Tai Chi is an ancient martial arts practice that originated in China. But

sunlight, the largest source of Vitamin D, and encourages social connec-

we’re not talking Kung Fu movie martial arts. Tai Chi is not intense
Continued on page 52
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iStockphoto.com #1279969742

or physically demanding the way other forms of martial arts are. This
exercise is often referred to as “meditation in motion.” It means you mix
slow physical movements with conscious breathing, while maintaining a
calm focused mind.
Research shows that participating in tai chi classes or doing the
movements at home improves balance, muscle strength, and flexibility.
All these physical gains lower the risk of having a fall. And the mental
benefits of decreased stress and anxiety can help eliminate the fear of
falling.

3. Water Aerobics

iStockphoto.com #499609270

There’s a reason water fitness classes are so popular among the senior
population. It’s a low-impact physical activity that increases cardiovascular health, builds muscles without straining them, and promotes weight
loss. Also, there’s no risk of falling while doing the actual water aerobic
exercises.
Plus, the classes themselves are a lot of fun and a great way to
engage with your friends and community. Like walking and tai chi, water
aerobics provide mental health benefits that can lower stress, anxiety
levels, and symptoms of depression.3
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4. Chair Yoga

MAKE AN
IMPACT!
Join the MedFit movement!

iStockphoto.com #515806076

Chair yoga is a safe and accessible way for seniors to access the benefits
of yoga without having to get down on a floor mat. Yoga postures build
muscle strength, protect joints, improve circulation, lower blood pressure,
and increase range of motion and flexibility. All these health advantages
are not only great for maintaining fitness for life but also in preventing
injury from slipping, tripping, or falling.

What is the MedFit Network (MFN)?
MFN is a professional membership organization
for medical (including orthopedics and physical
therapy), allied health and fitness professionals,
helping them elevate their career, recognition
and profitability.
The MFN also maintains a national directory of
its members; this directory is available to the
community for free, to search for professionals in
their area who can help improve or preserve their
quality of life.

5. Strength Training

MFN Professional Membership Includes...

iStockphoto.com #1074060452

Strength training improves the way you move, your range of motion,
and gives you the energy and strength to enjoy your favorite activities
and everyday life. By following a customized training program from a
professional, you learn essential tips and exercises that can assist you in
fall prevention.

• Increased credibility and online exposure with
a profile on the MFN national directory.
• Weekly live webinars with leading educators
in the field ($500 value).
• Access to MedFit TV, offering recorded webinars
and conference videos ($120 value).
• Exclusive member discounts on education,
products & services.
• Free subscription to MedFit Professional
Magazine.
• Networking with peers and industry experts.
• Marketing opportunities for yourself and
your business.

Get Started with a 60-Day
All-Access Free Trial Membership

MedFitNetwork.org/LER

Besides reducing the risk of falling, strength training provides many
other benefits:
• Increases coordination
Continued on page 54
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Continued from page 53

• Improves balance

FALLS PREVENTION FACTS

• Increases confidence
• Reduces pain
• Improves metabolism
• Helps prevent osteoporosis

Other Tips to Avoid Falling
In addition to staying active, there are other
actions you can take to lower the risk of falls.
• Talk to your doctor about all the
medications you’re taking—prescriptions,
over-the-counter drugs, vitamins, and
supplements. Ask if the side effects or
combinations can cause dizziness, sedation,
or nausea, as these could increase your fall

iStockphoto.com #1263502504

risk.
• Make an eye appointment to have your
vision checked. And be sure to clean your
glasses regularly.
• Have your hearing checked. Hearing loss
can play a role in increased risk for falls.
• Reduce alcohol consumption. As your
body processes alcohol, it leaves toxins in
your liver that are not easily disposed of.
Too many of these toxins can affect your
equilibrium and balance.
• Wear non-skid, rubber-soled shoes—
preferably all the time. Avoid wearing
socks alone or slippers around the house as
they increase the chance of slips and slides,
making you more prone to falling.
As the owner of Results Performance Training in
Williamsburg, Virginia, Detric Smith helps people
achieve their fitness goals through customized
training and action-based coaching. Over the
last two decades, Detric’s made it his mission to
study the habits, strategies, and techniques of
personal trainers and coaches who are successful
and, most importantly, happy. To learn more,
visit resultsperformancetraining.com and www.
detricsmith.com
This article expands a blog post that originally appeared on MedFit Network, a professional
organization for medical fitness (fitness and allied
healthcare) professionals, one of LER’s partners.
Their work can be found at medfitnetwork.org.
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Falls are the leading cause of fatal and non-fatal injuries for older Americans. Falls
threaten seniors’ safety and independence and generate enormous economic and
personal costs.
However, falling is not an inevitable result of aging. Through practical lifestyle
adjustments, evidence-based falls prevention programs, and clinical-community
partnerships, the number of falls among seniors can be substantially reduced.
The Challenge
According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention:
• One in four Americans aged 65+ falls each year.
•	Every 11 seconds, an older adult is treated in the emergency room for a fall; every
19 minutes, an older adult dies from a fall.
•	Falls are the leading cause of fatal injury and the most common cause of nonfatal
trauma-related hospital admissions among older adults.
•	Falls result in more than 2.8 million injuries treated in emergency departments
annually, including over 800,000 hospitalizations and more than 27,000 deaths.
•	In 2015, the total cost of fall injuries was $50 billion. Medicare and Medicaid
shouldered 75% of these costs.
•	The financial toll for older adult falls is expected to increase as the population ages
and may reach $67.7 billion by 2020.
Falls, with or without injury, also carry a heavy quality of life impact. A growing
number of older adults fear falling and, as a result, limit their activities and social
engagements. This can result in further physical decline, depression, social isolation,
and feelings of helplessness.

Source: National Council on Aging. For more information, visit ncoa.org
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Prevent Falls & Gain

Stability
THE

STABILIZER
D E V E LO P E D BY

A GAIT STABILIZING ORTHOSIS FOR ADULTS
The Surestep Stabilizer is a device that provides mediolateral
stability, as well as stabilizing the foot/ankle in the sagittal plane,
facilitating clearance during swing phase for patients with
dropfoot. With the carbon fiber insert on the posterior strut,
the Stabilizer helps to bring the foot up as the leg swings across,
but also helps to assists with deceleration of the foot after heel
strike. This makes for a much more normal, natural gait.
Visit our website for resources including our
fall risk assessment and measurement order form.

17530 Dugdale Drive | South Bend, IN 46635 | 877.462.0711 | surestep.net

Shoe Lift for
Leg Length Discrepency
MAKES
WALKING
MORE
BALANCED!

Available in 7 Sizes and
3 Height Adjustment Capabilities
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14+
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13.5+
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OPED Medical, Inc.
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New & Noteworthy
Noteworthy products, association news, and market updates

SMART SOCK V2.0 AND
SENSORIA CORE PAIR

Rohde, PhD, of the University of Virginia,

bones decreases. The problem is, when you

investigated whether artificial intelligence

see arthritis on X-rays, the damage has already

could be used to analyze MRI images for early

been done.”

signs of osteoarthritis (OA) and predict who

More studies are needed to determine

will develop the disease. They used MRI scans

whether 3D TBM could be useful as a clinical

from 86 people who had no initial symptoms

tool to predict who may develop OA and bene-

or visual signs of disease. About half the partic-

fit from early interventions.

ipants developed OA after 3years.
The team developed a technique called
3-dimensional transport-based morphometry
(3D TBM) to identify biochemical changes,
such as how much water is present, in cartilage
Sensoria Smart Socks are infused with proprietary textile pressure sensors at the plantar
area of the foot. Paired with a Bluetooth
Smart detachable Sensoria Core, these sensors
provide metrics to help improve running
performance while decreasing the likelihood

OPTP FITGLIDE BY BOB
AND BRAD

using MRI scans. Using 3D TBM, they analyzed baseline “cartilage maps” of the participants’ knees. After 3 years, they compared the
cartilage maps for the participants who were
eventually diagnosed with OA with those who
were not.

of injury, including foot landing technique,
contact time on ground, cadence, and impact
score, in addition to time, pace, and distance

The FitGlide by Bob and Brad is an easy-

metrics. The customized Sensoria Run mobile

to-use tool for exercise and rehabilitation of

app includes an artificial intelligence coach that

the lower extremities. Created by physical

provides real-time audio and video cues. With

therapists Bob Schrupp, PT, MA, and Brad

Sensoria Run v2.0 and the web dashboard, the

Heineck, PT, CSCS, the FitGlide was designed

user receives a graphical representation and

for patients recovering from knee replacement

trend analysis after each session. Results can

or surgeries (ACL, PCL), hip replacement or

be displayed by session, day, week, or month,
allowing comparisons to be made over time.
With the company’s virtual shoe closet, the
user is also able to evaluate their results and
shoes against a database of over 8,000 models
of running shoes.

The cartilage in this MRI scan of a knee is colorized
to show greater contrast between shades of gray.
Image courtesy of Kundu et al.
Using machine-learning algorithms, the
team trained the system to automatically differentiate between people who would progress

Sensoria Inc.

to OA and those who wouldn’t. The technique

sensoriafitness.com

detected specific biochemical changes in the

425/533-2928

center of the knee’s cartilage of those who were
pre-symptomatic at the time of the baseline

MACHINE LEARNING
DETECTS EARLY SIGNS
OF OA

imaging, including decreases in water concentration. The system accurately detected 78% of
future OA cases.
“The gold standard for diagnosing

fracture, or stroke, and those who want to
exercise without the risk of falling. Weighing
less than 5 pounds, this portable tool can be
used anywhere for seated, low-impact exercises
including seated incline hamstrings, seated
knee flexion, seated incline quadriceps, seated
incline quadriceps with weight, and seated
incline hamstrings with weight. Benefits from
using this product include increased range of
motion, improved joint and muscle strength,
promotion of synovial fluid for reduced friction
in joints, increased blood flow, and cardiac
benefits. An instructional brochure with exercises is included.

A research team led by Shinjini Kundu, MD,

arthritis is X-ray,” said research team member

OPTP

PhD, of Carnegie Mellon University and the

Kenneth Urish, MD, PhD, of Pitt. “As the

800/367-7393

University of Pittsburgh (Pitt) and Gustavo

cartilage deteriorates, the space between the

optp.com
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY

ZAMST ZK-X KNEE BRACE

infections. In most cases, the ozone treatments
require patients to travel to a clinical setting
for treatment by trained technicians. Now, a
team of innovators from Purdue University
has developed a wearable solution that allows
a patient to receive this treatment without
leaving home.
“We created a revolutionary type of
treatment to kill the bacteria on the surface of
the wound or diabetic ulcer and accelerate the
healing process,” said Rahim Rahimi, PhD, an
assistant professor of materials engineering at
Purdue.

minimize right-side dominance, prevent muscle
tightness and pain, and promote a balanced
biomechanical state. The system uses the
Protonics resistance approach, state-of-the-art
sensors, wireless communication, embedded processors, haptic/visual alerts, and an
onboard power supply, allowing for progression
through a training program without the need
for supervision. Users power-up the Protonics T2 exoskeleton, set the resistance level,

The ZK-X from Zamst is a performance-driven,

and then start the T2 Software App on their

extra-strong knee brace that is indicated for

mobile device to provide guidance through the

use for moderate to severe sprains of the ACL,

different exercises and the setting of resistance

MCL, and LCL, as well as for preventive measures. The brace has a semi-open design for
fit and slipping prevention. Crisscrossed and
parallel straps provide effective compression
and increase anterior stability to the lower leg.
The unique lateral and medial hinged support
system provides additional reinforcement to
the knee joint, improving medial and lateral
stability while enabling smooth flexion and
extension. Adjustment straps on top/front and

levels; monitor body position and provide
Image of the wearable invention that offers options
for treating antibiotic-resistant infections and
wounds, courtesy of Purdue University.
The technology is in the form of low-cost
wearable patch that is connected to a small,
battery-powered, ozone-generating device. The
ozone gas is transported to the skin surface
at the wound site and provides a targeted ap-

lower/rear help lock the brace in place.

proach for wound healing. “Our innovation is

Zamst

Rahimi said.

877/926-7887
zamst.us

WEARABLE, PORTABLE
INVENTION FOR TREATING
ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT
WOUNDS

position and other variables while performing
exercises; and record the individual’s performance, including good versus bad repetitions
and other variables.
Protonics
402/202-6145
protonics.info

small and simple to use for patients at home,”

information, contact Patrick Finnerty (PW-

A QUIETER, MORE
ENERGY-EFFICIENT
PROSTHETIC LEG

Finnerty@prf.org) and reference track code

A new robotic prosthetic leg prototype offers a

2020-RAHI-69057.

more natural gait while also being quieter and

The group is looking for partners to
continue developing their technology. For more

more energy efficient than other designs. The
key is the use of new small and powerful mo-

treatment option that is being used by a grow-

PROTONICS T2 LEFTLEG EXOSKELETON FOR
MUSCLE IMBALANCE

ing number of patients in the United States

The Protonics T2 intelligent exoskeleton is

for treating antibiotic-resistant wounds and

designed to be used on a person’s left leg to

Ozone therapy is a gas phase antimicrobial

live haptic/visual feedback as to the correct

lermagazine.com

tors, originally designed for a robotic arm on
the International Space Station. The streamlined design offers a free-swinging knee and
regenerative braking, which charges the battery
with energy captured when the foot hits the
ground. This feature enables the leg to more
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than double a typical prosthetic user’s walking

the ankle, and by reducing the number of gears

needs with 1 charge per day.

in the transmission.

“Our prosthetic leg consumes approxi-

Among the benefits to using fewer gears

mately half the battery power of state-of-art

include enabling the free-swinging knee as

robotic legs, yet can produce more force,” said

well as reducing the noise level from the scale

Robert Gregg, PhD, an associate professor of

of a vacuum cleaner to a refrigerator. Also, the

electrical and computer engineering at the Uni-

regenerative braking absorbs some of the shock

versity of Michigan (U-M) and a member of

when the prosthetic foot hits the ground, which

the U-M Robotics Institute, who led the study

reduces pain for the user.

while previously at The University of Texas at

The amputees who tested the prosthesis
in Gregg’s lab reported that they could feel the

Dallas (UT Dallas).

leg helping them push off the ground as they
walked. “In some cases, they have observed
that they feel like muscles in their hips and
back are working less with our leg, compared

the Gold VKs. The Silver VKs were designed

to their conventional leg,” said Gregg. “We’re

for casual but competitive consumers of

able to reduce compensations at the hips.”

all ages who have a desire for performance

The team’s next step is to improve the

A student tests the robotic leg at UT Dallas. The
strong motors powering the knee and ankle can
propel the user’s body while allowing the knee to
swing freely, with regenerative braking to extend
battery life. Image courtesy of UT Dallas.

improvement, injury protection, and comfort.

control algorithms that can help the leg auto-

Based on third-party computer modeling and

matically adjust to different terrain, changes in

in-house testing of Silver VKs, it is estimated

pace, and transitions between different types

that athletes will experience about 75% of the

of activity.

performance of Gold VKs. VKTRY insoles
are produced in the United States and held to
aerospace-grade quality manufacturing stan-

must raise their hips to lift the prosthetic foot

NEXT SCIENCE, 3M
DONATE WOUND
TREATMENT PRODUCT
TO JACKSONVILLE-AREA
CHARITY

from the floor and swing the leg forward. This

Medical technology company Next Science,

VKTRY Gear

unnatural gait takes more energy than ordinary

Jacksonville, FL, has donated $300,000 worth

831/291-5510

walking, causes extra stress and pain in the

of BlastX™ Antimicrobial Wound Gel to The

vktrygear.com

hips and lower back, and eventually damages

Save A Leg, Save A Life Foundation in Ponte

the joints. Robotic legs have the potential to

Vedra, FL, an organization that assists people

provide a more comfortable gait, but one of

with diabetes. The donation will support the

their drawbacks is stiffness in the joints.

foundation’s mission of reducing lower extrem-

Using conventional prostheses, amputees

Additionally, motors in robotic legs need

ity amputations and improving wound-healing

to fit into the space that an ordinary limb

outcomes through evidence-based methodology

would inhabit. In the past, this has meant

and community outreach. This gift is part of a

using small motors that spin quickly, and then

$600,000 donation program with 3M Compa-

using a series of gears to convert the fast spin

ny, the exclusive distributor of BlastX.

into a more powerful force. The problem is that
the gears are noisy, inefficient, add weight, and

dards. The Silver VKs are fabricated utilizing
a carbon fiber composite for the base plate,
topped with a 5mm thick EVA polymer foam
cloud cushion. They are available in customized levels of flexibility and a variety of sizes.

FDA APPROVES
IMPLANT SYSTEM
FOR TRANSFEMORAL
AMPUTEES
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has approved the Osseoanchored Prostheses
for the Rehabilitation of Amputees (OPRA)
Implant System, the first implant system marketed in the U.S. for adults who have transfem-

make it harder for the joints to swing freely.

VKTRY SILVER SERIES

Gregg’s group surmounted this by incorporat-

VKTRY Gear has launched the VKTRY Silver

pated to have rehabilitation problems with, or

ing two of those stronger space station motors,

Series, a cost-efficient and highly effective

cannot use, a conventional socket prosthesis.

one powering the knee and the other powering

version of its original carbon fiber insoles,

The OPRA Implant System is manufactured by
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oral amputation and who have or are antici-

Integrum AB in Mölndal, Sweden, which has a

of several months and from the comfort of

for postural control, balance, core stability, and

U.S. office in San Francisco.

their own home, the patient follows a custom

proprioception. In orthopedics, it can be used

lengthening schedule to gradually distract the

for trunk, hips, knee, and ankle treatments.

The FDA evaluated the safety and effectiveness in a clinical study of 65 participants

Precice, stretching newly forming bone to a

who received the OPRA Implant System,

targeted length. Once the desired bone length

which has been on the market under a human-

is achieved, the plate is removed.

itarian device exemption since 2015. Effectiveness was assessed using the Questionnaire for

NuVasive

Persons with a Transfemoral Amputation, a

800/455-1476

patient reported outcome measure that reflects

nuvasive.com

Movendo Technology
movendo.technology/en

SKINEEZ HEALING
COMPRESSION SOCKS

frequency of use, patient’s mobility, problems
with the device, and patient’s overall health.
The average improvement in the prosthetic use
score on a 100-point scale, was 35.1 points at 2
years and 39.6 points at 5 years as compared
to their reported scores with a conventional

AI AND ROBOTIC REHAB
SYSTEM TO PREDICT,
PREVENT FALLS

socket prosthesis.

PLATE FOR PEDIATRIC
LIMB LENGTHENING,
RECONSTRUCTION
PROCEDURES

Skineez Skin-Reparative Healing Compression
Socks are the only 20–30 mmHg, firm gradient
compression, hydrating socks on the market.
This patented product is infused with 5 key
healthy ingredients that deliver 24-hour hydration and repair the skin. In clinical trials, 80%
saw softer, firmer skin in just 1 hour. The socks
Movendo Technology’s Silver Index is an
artificial intelligence–based algorithm that
predicts the risk of falls in adults age 65 and
older. The Silver Index takes 30-minutes to administer and is shown to be 95% accurate. Its
machine-learning algorithms can analyze 130

are made from moisture wicking fibers and
are 100% latex free. Compression stockings
help prevent the reappearance of spider and
varicose veins that were removed during these
surgeries; they provide relief from the painful
symptoms that accompany varicose veins;
and expecting mothers can use 20-30 mmHg

NuVasive has introduced the Precice plate

biomechanical and clinical parameters with the

system, for use in limb-lengthening and recon-

patient in seated and standing positions while

struction procedures for pediatrics or patients

simulating static and dynamic perturbative

with small anatomy who cannot accommo-

elements responsible for falls. The evaluations

date a lengthening device that is traditionally

are divided into 7 exercises including limits of

implanted within the patient’s bone. The plate

stability and balance and sit-to-stand. Based

is mounted on the outside of the patient’s

on the resulting personalized risk of fall map

bone to avoid potential damage to the growth

derived, training suggestions are provided

plate, and a programmable external remote

by Movendo’s hunova programmable robot-

controller is used that magnetically couples

ic rehabilitation system for both objective,

Skineez

with the Precice through the skin to perform

functional evaluation and therapy. The hunova

978/261-5326

precision micro adjustments. Over the course

system offers 30 protocols and 200 exercises

www.myskineez.com

lermagazine.com

compression socks during their pregnancy to
help prevent varicose veins from forming. After
the first 10 washes, use the Skineez’s patented
Garment Replenishing Spray (sold separately)
to reinfuse the socks for another 10 washes.
Simply wash, turn inside out, spray, and allow
to dry. Doctor recommended. NDC-coded with
skin protectant.
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How Well Did You
Read This Issue?

Test your knowledge of information from this issue of
Lower Extremity Review and the world in general with
our crossword puzzle feature. The answer box can be
found online at lermagazine.com.

The ThirtyFifth Annual
No-Nonsense
Seminar XXXV
March 5-7, 2021
CPME Approved For Up To 25 CMEs
Since 1985, the No-Nonsense
seminar has provided a worldclass program with scientific
presentations and workshops presented by leading clinicians and
experts in podiatric medicine and
related disciplines. Register today
for this interactive, live, online
event to receive up to 25 CMEs.
Our Sponsors

REGISTER TODAY
LEREXPO.COM

ACROSS
1 Lack of it results in decreased efficiency and
productivity
4 Type of sleep that's important for memory and
mood
6 Immediate remedy for an injury and swollen foot
8 Control
9 Recall: another function that is affected by the
amount and quality of sleep
10 Take some mild exercise
12 Dosage measurement, abbr.
14 Where most sleep happens
15 Unusual
16 North-eastern state, abbr.
18 Common cause of hallux inflammation
20 It flattens a little when you walk
22 Perceived
25 The T in AT, caused by repeated tiny injuries to the A
27 Relating to thought and the acquirement of
knowledge
29 Non-invasive and dynamic method of quantifying
changes in tendon elasticity, abbr.
31 Artificial intelligence, abbr.
33 When the clocks are put forward an hour, abbr.
34 Dreamless stage of sleep
35 Gout has been associated with weaker ___ /leg
muscles

DOWN
1 Patient descriptions of problems
2 Large tree
3 In accordance with
4 Nurse, for short
5 ____ function: ability to learn and control posture
and movement
6 Athletes' troubles linked to lack of sleep, 2 words
7 Nervous, after "on"
11 Patients must provide one
13 High school gym class, abbr.
14 Hematologist's study
17 Consume
19 Relating to being stretched
21 Bale fodder
23 Data from a scale
24 Breathing problem that can affect sleep quality
26 Folic, for one
28 It's charged in physics
30 NYC time, abbr.
32 In the event that

Crossword by Myles Mellor
With over 12,000 crosswords published internationally, Myles Mellor is one of the top crossword writers in the world.
His work includes crosswords, diamond crosswords, syndicated puzzles, cryptograms, diagramless crosswords, word
search, sudokus, anagrams, and word games published on mobile devices and e-readers. www.themecrosswords.com
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OrthoRite

orthotics

a lw ay s a s t e p a h e a d

Dress-Rite
Styl fit and function are all
Style,
prerequisites for the
Dress-Rite. It exceeds all
the requirements of today's
busy executive who needs
comfort and easy shoe fit.

Ortho-Rite
INCORPORATED

Graph-Rite

Sport-Rite

Walk-Rite

Children’s Line

Leather Line

65 Plain Ave.
New Rochelle, NY 10801
(800)473-6682
(914)235-9697 Fax
info@ortho-rite.com

The Taleo Family of
Feet by Ottobock

Taleo Low Profile

Taleo

Taleo Vertical Shock

10/20 ©2020 Ottobock HealthCare, LP, All rights reserved.

More than a foot, a foundation.

Taleo Harmony

Your patients deserve the very best in
carbon fiber foot technology.

We are excited to introduce the two newest foot options for your foot portfolio, Taleo Vertical Shock
and Taleo Harmony.
Give your patients enhanced comfort with a functional ring unit that absorbs torsion (+/- 10°) and
up to 15 mm of vertical shock absorption with the Taleo Vertical Shock. The Taleo Harmony provides
the same torsion and vertical shock absorption but with increased control over the prosthesis with an
integrated vacuum pump.
• For more information visit:
professionals.ottobockus.com or talk to your sales rep.

